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In this
 x*p£r are described the spectra of the flow-
ing valours of CCl4t SiCl4» SnCl4» SnCl2» and SiBr4# 
The speotm of 0f!l4, sn014, and SnCl^* nave been taken 
only with uncondensed discharge and a constant press-
ure of the flov*in£ vapour, while the spectra of SiCl4» 
and siBr^ have been studied under varying conditions of 
;>rannurc pnd v*ith condensed and uncondensed discharge. 
0 
Previous work ^ this nature has been done by Jevons 
in the ce.se of CCI4, 'MCI4, TiCl^, and 3C1^, and more 
recently for Si3r£. '"hie earlier workt however* does 
not deal with variationB in spectra brought, about by 
different conditions of exoitation and pressure. It is 
shown in the experiments described below that the nature 
of the sjectre.1 in most of these substances, under-
goes certain radical changes under varying conditions 
2 
of excitation and more especially of the pressure of 
the flowing Tapour. 
JJC/. LOJJJLO wvft niCl 
F tfy I. 
E X P 2 R III S S T A L. 
Fox each substance a separate discharge tube of 
the H pattern fitted with a ruartz window has been 
ue,ed. These had the usual side bulbs containing P2O5 
and crushed NaOH. The substance was contained in an-
other side bulb with a stop-cock for the regulation 
of the flow of the vapour. All the substance5 inves-
tigated except SnClo are liquids at ordinary tempera 
tures. ' e have used SnCl2»2K-0 which melts at about 
e 
38 C. It was found that in the vacuum the solid itself 
gave sufficient valour pressure, and it was not found 
necessary to heat it. Aluminium electrodes have been 
used in the case of 3iCl4, CCI4, 3nCl4, and f!nCl2» 
only in the case of SiCl4 the use of this electrode 
gave i*ise to the well known AlCl bands , as is clear 
in the photograph of fig. 1 which, however, were 
absent in tho case of the other two suustaaeea. For 
Sica.4, and Gi£r4 , therefore . Kiokel e lect rodes have 
"at-.en as-id. T-.i uiz-charje tuot; was connec&ed to a high 
vacuum apparatus, operated by meeury diffusion pump 
vhich v,-.; brc^td V - "J'^ir;- o i l pump. The flow of the 
vapour vaa adjusted to give the desired pressure by 
hj'ViHtj t»-o Htop-oockH on e i -he r side of tht discharge 
tube. Pressure was measured n a Mac-leod gauge. The 
di3CJ0iirtjij '.uaes were run on a .] ->..r. transformer 
de l iver ing i - V '., v o l t s . 7OT condensed discharge a set 
of three ordinary La; don ,'c.rs arranged in p a r a l l e l 
w~re ur,ad \vi-h a npnrt; gap of about 2 iaia in s e r i e s 
with iiie di» charges tube. In the case of GOI4 an uucon-
denaed discharge fron a l.«r> K.' . transformer del iver ing 
50,000 vol tu was used. The spectrum of snClg has been 
studied only in the uncondensed discharge from a v K«^« 
transformer. In a l l the caaea the medium Hilger Quartz 
spectrograph has been used to inves t iga t e the u l t r a -
v i o l e t region of the spectrum, while for the v i s ib l e 
region the Kilger constant deviat ion g lass spectrograph 
has been employed. In the case of f>iCl4 attempts were 
made to photograph the spectrum on a three prism quartz 
spectrograph Vcith a L i t trow mounting. This necess i ta ted 
long exposures during vhick i t v»afc found d i f f i c u l t to 
maintain the constancy of pressure . The p la tes have 
been measured on an Abb-:% con^arator, UBint, Cu arc 
l i n e s as s tandards . r,he v*aYe-lengths of the begining, 
Uaximiun, and vie en.i of the oontinaoup err.isesrion bands 
have oe&a. determined from micro photometers records.» 
which ' .ere obtained on a r.eici* reeordixig micro photo-
meter. 
6 
The emission spectrum of SiCl4. 
The spectrum of the discharge through flowing SiCl4 
Tapour has been studied under different conditions of press-
ure and in each ease with condensed and uncondensed dis-
charge from a quarter K.F. transformer delivering 15,000 
volte, with a pressure of about 0.5 am of Hg» the uncon-
densed discharge shows four maxima of continuous emission 
at XX 4022* 3250, 2560, and 2450, and the set of bands of 
J) 
Si01 due to the transition B * X. Jevons records two 
regions of continuous emission bands between XX 6300 -
5300 and 4850 - 3100. The first region of the continuous 
emission starts at about X 5200. We have, however, regarded 
this as a continuation towards longer waves of the maximum 
£**l^>$ 
F 4 2 
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at A 4022 on the basis that the region in which the gap 
appear* ie suoh that here the plates that we hare used are 
not sensitive and Most of the molecules studied exhibit the 
same gap. The second region of the continuum between A* 4850 
and 3100 recorded by Jevons, really consists of two continu-
ous emission bands with maxima at X 4022* to which the first 
region of the continuous emission of Jevons belongs and 
^3250, which* however, merge into one continuous whole 
at pressures higher than about 0.5 mm of Kg. With pressures 
of 0.2, o.lt and 0.05 mm of Hg and with condensed and 
unoondensed discharge the continuous maxima at X 2560 and 
2450 disappeared and the SiCl bands due to the transitions 
C * X and » + X were observed. The two maxima on the longei 
ware-length side i.e. A)\ 4022 and 3250 became weaker in 
intensity as the pressure was reduced and were accompanied 
each by a set of narrow bands. Fig. 2 is a reproduction 
of the plate showing these bands. Under condensed diseharg 
£ 
these sets of bands were further enhanced in intensity at 
the expense of the oontinua. A pressure of 0*05 sst of Hg 
was found to be the Most farourable for the production of 
these bands. The bands in the body of the maxima at X 4022 
are broad and diffused which fact makes it difficult to 
looate the heads. The bands in the maxima at A 3025, on 
the other hand, are narrow and they also do not show any 
structure but their heads in most oases oould be more 
accurately located. In any ease, on aooount of the low dis-
persion uaed, the possibility of overlap of heads due to 
different transitions is great. In both these sets the 
direction of degradation is difficult to ascertain with 
certainty. The measurenentst however, have been made on 
the assumption that they are degraded towards longer waves. 
The data on the continuous bands are given in table 1. 
Table 2 contains the list of bands observed in the 
first two oontlnua. They represent the mean of three inde-
Table 1. 
9 
_ , s h o r t vara* 
Bed Ware-length limit* Maxima. length limit. 
• i » » i " •' * • i « i . .I n • ! • in i • i • 
A.U. K.Cal. e.volts A,U. K.Cal. s.volts. A.U. 
• ' " '• • "i ' 
6500 44 1.9 4022 70.5 3.0 3550 
3550 SO 3.5 3250 86.7 3.8 3160 
2620 108 4.7 2570 110.5 4.8 2535 
2500 113.7 4.9 2450 116.0 5.0 2400 
pendent measurement a. In the first aet of bands the agree* 
ment between the three values is not so good, the discre-
pancy amounting in some oases to 2 A.U. For the ether set, 
however, it amounts to about 0.8 A»U.t so that the measure-
ments are accurate to within 0.7 A.U. in the first case, 
and to 0.3 A.U. In the second ease. Exposures ranging from 
15 minutes to one and a half hour were tried, but measur-
able plates were obtained with an exposure of 30 minutes* 
on the medium ililger quarts spectrograph. An attempt was 
made to photograph the bands on a three prism quarts spec-
Table 2. 
List of SIClg bands. 
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T 
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3916.7 
3881.3 
3844.0 
3807,8 
3770.6 
3734.3 
S702.0 
3667.3 
3633.8 
3602.6 
3564.1 
3533.2 
3482.1 
3476.1 
t3471.9? 
3464.4* 
3451.2 
3446.5 
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- 4 
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Classi f icat ion.
 % 0-C. 
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4) 
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< £ H 7 4 F X * * 
29501 
29549 
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- 7 
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- 7 
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3272,8* 
3265.4* 
3255.9 
3250.7* 
3246.4 
3235.0* 
3329 .7* 
3£23 .3* 
3 a i 4 . 5 
3204.2 
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t 3 l 5 8 . 1 
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(8) 
(6) 
(5) 
30546 
30615 
30705 
30754 
30795 
30903 
30954 
31016 
31100 
31200 
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Class i f icat ion. „ 0-C. 
(2-1) ' 
( 3 - 1 ^ 
(3-0 
(1-1) ' 
{4-0}* 
• -
(2 -1) ' 
5.0 « 
(2-or 
:o-ii 
.i-i 
;i-o 
;o-o 
u-i! 
(0-1)' 
(2-0)' 
(0-0)' 
;o-i 
1-1 
1-0 
!a-o 
i - i 
,0-0 
,0-1 
(1-1) 
( 0 - 0 ) ' 
m 3 
-16 
+ 6 
n 7 
• * » 
+ 4 
- 4 
- 2 
4 2 
0 
+ 4 
- 5 
+ 6 
+18 
- 2 
-11 
- 3 
+These bauds have been measured only once, and on 
one plate onl^ and are* therefore, doubtful. 
Capital and snail alphabets indicate the transition, 
i n Figs . 4 & 5. 
Figures in bracket in seoond ooluan in&loi%$ rtmi 
estimated i n t e n s i t i e s . 
trogr&ph giving higher dispersion, bat this inrolred a 
much longer tine of exposure during which it was not 
possible to maintain the optimum pressure of the flowing 
vapour. The spectra obtained on these plates were not 
sufficiently intense for mesureaents, but they enabled 
us to find that the bands did not show any resolution in 
their structure even at this higher dispersion of about 
4 A.U. ^nr Bra in the region X* 3275 - 3200. The 12 bands 
of group A can be arranged as follows*-
Table 3. 
r,v . V(0-0) (0-1) (1-0) (1-1) (2-0) (2-1) (3-0) 
'I III « ' n > i II • ii II in il II I • m i l l I II m ii ill i« 
28050 (536), 27512 (507) 27005 (4$2) 26513 ( 
0-0 245 238 255 258 
28295 (545) 27750 (400) 27260 (489) 2 
The bands can thus be regarded as forming **. »«««*« « 
progression and as hawing & mean doublet separation of 
246 o» , The ^ &G»revalues are irregular, but 01540©*"* 
14 
Indicates a rough correspondence with CJJ. 530 en*1 of 
H> 
the ground state of SiCl. The doublet separation of the 
ground state of SiCl is 208 cm"1 and this again suggests 
the possibility that the bands observed here night be 
due to a transition from an excited 7T inverted lersl 
with a separation of about 38 car-1 to the ground 7r 
state of SiCl, This interpretation, however, has to be 
discounted for the following reasonst» 
1) Although the ACv^values are not Tery regu-
lar and <*> y^. has a value which in view of the errors 
of observations may be assumed to agree very well with 
the corresponding value in the ground state of SiCl, 
the second differences* which are of the order of 4,5 cm 
in the latter case, do not appear to present themselves 
in these bands, 
2) The analysis of the second set of bands, as is 
shown later also yields A GwvA values sixailar to those 
of in the first set of bands, and therefore, suggests 
15 
that both these two seta of bands have a ooinaon final atate 
which la certainly different from the ground state of the 
SiCl molecule, but which has a close correspondence with 
it, so far as the frequency of vibration of the molecule ia 
concerned. 
3} The bands are broad* those of group A particularly 
so* and they do not show any structure at least with the 
instruments used, which is rather uncommon for a diatomic 
molecule of low molecular v. eight. 
4) These bands as well as those of group B are not 
excited under conditions which produce SiCl bands, but 
require particularly low pressures and are more intense 
in the condensed discharge under which the SiCl bands get 
weaker in intensity. At relatively high pressures the bands 
disappear and merge into the continuous bands which they 
accompany. 
BAKDS Off GROUP B. 
In thia group doublets with a mean interval of 201.1 em 
as well as of 504 OBI"1 can be picked out. The first doub-
let separation reminds us of the doublet separation in the 
ground state of SiCl vis 207.9 on"1, while the second is 
without doubt the same vibrational difference as we observe 
in the A group bands. As said above .the bands oan be 
arranged in v' progressions which give first differences 
that oan be identified with those of grou** A. It has not 
been possible, however, to arrange the bands in v' prog-
ressions having first differences comparable with the v* 
progressions of the B •* X system of S1C1. 
These peculiarities suggest that both group of bands 
have a common emitter and arguments 3&4 given above, in-
dicate that this emitter in all probability is a multi-
atomic one. Furthermore, the argument given under 2 
suggests that the emitter is very probably the SiClg 
SI 6) 
molecule. It has been shown that the symmetric valence 
vibration in the ground state of man$ tri-atomic mole-
cules has an order of magnitude comparable with the ground 
17 
frequency of the corresponding diatomic molecule. For 
example* the ground frequencies of SO and SeO are 1118 
and 910 cm"1 respectively^ while*hose of the symmetric 
valence vibration of SOg and 3e02 are 1128 and 901 cm"1 
respectively, Jrom a comparison with data on Raman spectra 
similar relations have been shown to exist for H20 and 0H» 
CH4 and CK, SnCl4 and SnCl, and 3iCl3 and BiCl, and many 
other ones/ 
Hence an attempt was made to analyse these bands 
assuming them to belong to a tri-atomic molecule. The 
analysis of the bands is displayed in table 4. The ana* 
lysis indicates that the two modes of vibrations are 
exhibited in the ground state of the molecule. We shall 
denote by Co« and Co £ the frequencies connected with these 
two raodes of vibrations and by A G*vft and A G"v^ the vibra* 
tional term differences. In tables 5 & 6 we compare the 
vibrational term differences for the two sets of bands 
observed. The agreement between these term values for the 
(0,0) 
(0,1) 
(0,0) 
(0,1) 30142* 
473 
(1.1) 
30396 
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Table 5. 
^G"va Talues for a?*, mode of ribration. 
Band Group 0-1 1-2 £-3 3-4 4-5 
538 507 492 506 483 
A. 
545 490 491 517 497 
Meant- 541.5 498.5 491.5 510.5 490.0 
540 479 492 502 
5J9 501 492 491 
538 512 605 
540 507 
53B 505 
547 508 
528 500 
505 
Meant- 538.6 502.1 496.3 496.5 
Accepted Meant- 540.0 500.3 493.9 4£&*£ ^^0$ 
two sets of bands is satisfactory and the slight disorepcnoies 
are within the experimental error. It hae not been possible to 
arrange both sets of bond! into one system. This* coupled vitb> 
the fact* that the two sets of bunds differ in appearance* as 
already stated above, incline us to regard them as two systems 
Table 6, 
^G*V/ValtteB for Cit mode of vibration. 
Group A, Group B, 
245 
238 
255 
25a 
247 
233 
253 
257 
256 
247 
249 
251 
255 
242 
249 
249 
244 
Mean:- 246,0 250,4 
Accepted lleant- 248,2 
both having the same final state, but having different 
excited states, The excited electronic level to which the 
bands of grouxj 3 are due again exhibits the same two nodes 
of vibrations as are found in the final state. Denoting as 
before by to'^ and a'* the excited frequencies with the 
two modes of vibrations and by A G» va and jd G'vb the 
excited vibrational term difference*^ we ooliect the data 
in the following tables 7 5s 8. 
The excited electronic level associated with the 
21 
Table 7, 
^ff'Ta values for ^  node of vibration. 
Bands Group S. 
0-1 1-2 2-3 3-4 4-5 
443 
444 
449 
394 
407 
399 
404 
396 
403 
396 
346 
357 
350 
358 
351 
339 
342 
311 
305 
Meant- 445.3 399.9 352,4 340.5 308.0 
^. j . i fw i ! , , : , ! , i'it , f i i j j r a ' - i . ' i. ..in ,i ii•a1"I.I " Vifcxi.j v IWI.H.H !••: ••'• ,'- i !-• • rrn .ntn ,. 
Table 8. 
ACr1 v^ values f or <j^ mode of v ib r a t i on . 
Bands group B. 
(0-1) 203, 191, 213, 195, 200, 203, 208, 211, 203, 207, 197, 184, 20< 
Meant- 201.1 
2& bands of group A does not exhib i t any v ib ra t iona l 
l e v e l s . I t i s d i f f i c u l t to say whether t h i s i s due to 
i n s t a b i l i t y of molecule in t h i s s t a t e . This p o s s i b i l i t y i s 
11 
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the olaBoifications not marked with an asterisk in table 4 
are represented in the diagrams of Figs. 4 & 5, which give 
a graphical representation of the transitions involved. 
The analysis proposed here, shows that the two band 
systems observed are, in all probability, due to SiClg, and 
that they involve three electronic levels, namely X, a ^ 
28034 cm*1 above X ) and A, (29952 cm"1 above X), With 
level X are associated five vibrational levels belonging to 
one mode of vibration Co*, and one vibrational level belong-
ing to <o4.
 a The level A ie similarly associated with five 
vibrational levels belonging to the excited state of the 
frequency 6/^ and one vibrational level belonging to the 
second mode of vibration of excited state co'^ . The epaoings 
• 
of the vibrational levels of Co c^ frequency are irregular, 
so that a coorect evaluation of the anharmonic factor is 
•m 
not possible. Roughly 2. ««. K ~1 12 and a. OJ^ X ^L 40, in-
• 
dieating a large increase in the anharmonicity factor in 
•xoited A state. Evidently no information is obtained for 
Cross and Multiple Transitions. 
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th© anhariaonloity facto* for tho frequency <J^ . 
A non-linear tri-atomic molecule poeaeasea three fun-
daneat&X utodee of vibrations i . e the total eyimetrio or 
deformation or breathing vibration &->, * the uysawtrio valen« 
vibration ^° .^» and the antisynmetrie valence ribration o*-» 
In the following table 9 we give some examples of the aotual 
values of these vibrational fre<*uenoie» for the ground s tats 
of some such molecule a. I t a^e&ra as i f ^ i a *3>«*?* el ight 
ly larger than ca±
 v and « j something laaa than half of 
c o ^ . This ^ i s true as v e i l for the mkmm^UfgBBrm as 
?; 
alao for other onea like H2St 03, C120, K0C1. and othara. 
Table 0 . 
M*(L«*&*. 4*, Oi^ CO 
HgO 1595,4 3600 3756.35 
SGa 824 1152 1364 
lfG2 «40 1370 1615 
CX0« »89,0 946 1109 
I t i a intereating to aee that t h i s l i s t eoatpriaee of son. 
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linear moleoules of quite different structure, i.e. with an 
even as well as an odd number of electrons, with equal or 
unequal atoms, linked to the central atom with a single or 
double bonds4. In all these oases nearly the same ratio for 
*°/ * ^2. * a n d °^J persists. As discussed elsewhere* 
the reason for this uniformity may be that to itself is 
more sensitive to the mass than to the forcee or the energy 
of the bond. 
At the sane time we know that in the transition from 
a di-atoiaio radical like 50 or SeO to a tri-atoaio moleoule 
GOJJ or SeO£ the symmetric valence vibration of the latter 
has almost the s&ne value as the vibrational frequency of jL 
the radical. For 3d and 00^ the values are respectively 
of s. 1150, ^ j ' ' 1128, and cJ z 6ZZ, 6J^r«62. 
Considering the figures <uA-540, ^ c 248, w^-445, 
^i*- 201, we find o>^ something less than hulf of o ^ . 
At the same time Co^ * 540 is in close agreement with A* *5," 
of 31C1. Doubtless <0*hae to be identified with the symmetrJ 
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valence vibration £ot whereas 6/^i* the breathing or de-
forming vibration Cot . This correlation receives support 
from the value of 425 of the total syimetric vibration of 
oiCl4, ^hieh corresponds to the symmetric valence vibration 
of a tetrahedron like molecule. The above values therefore, 
indicate that SiCl^ i» & non-linear molecule. 
•v new feature is, however, added by the faot that ^ vof 
3iCl^ does not a£ree :aiy longer witliu^/s 650 - 700 (according 
to the, excited terra considered) of CiCl. Xoleoules liKe SO 
and 3O2 both iw.ve an even number of electrone} in both the 
bond energies are weakened by excitation and hence Ca < CJ^ 
and cl> < ^ .In GiCl^ both p electrons of 3i ttOce part 
in the liiuiage, while in Si CI, however, one remains? as an 
odd electron, 3*or Si? it could be shown that this electron 
disturbs the linkage in agreement witli u theory devslo^ed 
earlier. ?or HiCl the uncertainty of *•> **• etili prevents 
a correlation of the atomic r.ncl molecular terms, but doubt* 
less the e&me conditions hold good for this molecule as 
for KiF, It is, therefore, by no means surprising, but in 
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good agreement with theoretical conceptions, that In the 
odd numbered molecule SiCl we find a/ > 63 but in the 
even numbered molecule SiCl2» as in SOg.Cu^ < cot" . 
The similarity between Co of CSiCl and cot of SiCl2 is 
again in good agreement %itfi\ the Heitier-London pair bond 
theory of valency. In thie conception the bonds are strongly 
located in such nelecules possessing pronounced central 
A 
aton. This receives confirmation frois considerations of 
bond energies, ?or L'.iCl the extrapolation of the vibration-
al levels gives a rough value of about 4 e.volts for 
D(SiCl) which will be an upper limit, ^ rti and Sasuiel have 
shot.n, that DfOiCly} Fiay be roughly estiraated as 5/5 of 
]){310X4) • The energy of formation of gaseous 310X4 from the 
II) Ix) 
elements i s given as 151 i:.Cal/raol.» the sublimation e n e r g y ' 
of Si to 47, and &3ug B(Cl-) = 57,9 t<.nd the heat of aubliaa-
*) 
tion of S1C14 to 7.2 K.Cal/mol. % Keans of ibrn1s cycle 
300 K, Cal/mol is obtained for the energy of formation of 
3iCl4 by combination of unexcited atoms. The value of heat 
of sublimation of Si, however, appears to be rather inaccurate 
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and too high. According to the above ratio, I)(SiCX2) it 
185 and the energy of a single 3iXi- CI "bond 92.5 l^Cal/*©* 
or 4 e.volte, in good agreement with n(BiCl). The similarity 
of OJ (siGl) and a>^(3iCl2} may be considered as & conse-
quence of thie. Ihe bond energy of ;;iCl4 of course is not 
one quarter of T>(GiCl4}. Exactly as in CC14, the ground level 
of the molecule involves u Si atom in the excited configure* 
tion 8i>0, The value of the corresponding S terra is not 
1%) 
known fv»r ^ i, hut hns "been culoulttted as about, 4 e,volts. 
for G, The value of the D states belonging to the Si\me con-
figuration ap"5, &s well as the ionisation potential of Si 
is about 2Z> % lesa than that of C. Hence the excitation 
energy of the 5S term will be about 2,7 e.volts. JHsiCl4) 
being 13.4 e.voitsf -£(13,4+2.7} o r b^oux. 4 e.volte obtains 
for the bond Qii&r&y of the Gi1T- CI link. As always in fi 
such oases* involving the splitting of the s2 group, the 
bond energy should increase slightly for the •»**«* of 
maximal valency, and hence our figures appear to be slight-
ly incorrect* probably on account of too high a value of 
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the heat of sublimation of Si. 
Th* determination of the dissociation energy of & 
polyatomic Eoleeule by vibrational extrapolation is still 
a
 A.roblematic question, still, an a first approximation it 
should ba possible to obtain c. rouglx estimate of the single 
bond energy from the extrapolation of the vibrational levels 
of the symmetric valence vibration alone, for which a num-
ber of levels are measured, neglecting at first the other 
rdeR, The thernochemical value of IK{Si - CI} being in ag-
reement with DM(l)iCl), suoh an extrapolation ag^in should 
give u value of about 3 to 4 e,volte. On account of the 
similarity of the two frequencies to (r>iCl} and coA oiClg) 
w i ^ j therefore, should ;«.. nin h-ve a value of the order 
/> » 
of 6* x. of 5iCl, i . e . ^ « .2 . The v ib ra t iona l l eve l s of 
the ground s t a t e obtained for tt/^mode of v ibra t ion are 
r a the r irr«-&ular and. .perturbed. The accepted means of 
A S ^ ] , values fctore been l i s t e d in tab le 5 and the f i r s t 
value of 1&1 x. of about 40 cm""4- -which appears in the 
ana lys is of A croup as well HB of B grou^ bands* way be 
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due to real perturbations, and not only to overlapping of 
bands involving other vibrational levels of either electro-
nic state. Also the reraainln^ values are too fe* in number 
to permit an extrapolation v/ith any degree of accuracy. 
From the experience of the hand. 8.>ectri< sf diatomic noleculet 
it is itnovm, that even a for larger number of fbsarvations, 
auqc more often th. n not, yields an absolute value of D which 
is incorrect by H5 to 50 %t juet on account ;f the inaccura-
cy of tox.. It is, however, worthy of note that the remaining 
second differences of the .1 croui: bind a -shich a^ear to be 
the least perturbed, give a me.tn value of 5,1 or 0)^**2.55, 
rather near to the expected one.3ut it goer? %i*hout Buying, 
that no conclusion can be druvn from thi3 fact at present. 
One more conclusion c n, however, be drawn. The value 
of 4,0 e,volts has been determined thermochemic.-illy for the 
bond <mex£y. The excitation ener&r of the two levels a, 
and A is «i.o and 0.7 e.volts respectively. The dissociation 
energy of both the excited levels appears to be rtry snail. 
For level a, this follows from the fact, that the excited 
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vibrational levels do not appear, and for level &, from the 
larfg«Aralue of At^x^, Actually an extrapolation with the #*• 
valuesftij, z 445 andcu^x^ r 54.2 would yield a value of 
!>' (A) T; 0.3 e,volts, which we may consider as the upper 
limit. It is, therefore, probably, that both excited states 
involve unexoited dissociation products or at most CI in its 
2Pi tern, about ;,1 e.volts abov<» H-P3A> its ground state. 
Contrary to the spectra of L1Q2 and HeO- recently laves* 
<, 
t i ^a tcd in this? laboratory? the antisymmetric valence vibra-
t ion i s not involved in the bands of MGlg, This i s in ag-
II) 
reeisent with Jferjsberg and Teller's theory, according to whicfc 
transitions involving an antisymetric frequency should occui 
if at all with low intensity, and only if ^^ntieyat, *8 
even. ?Ma latter postulate indeed holds good in JeOg. In-
cidentiy the fuct that odd and even combinations of the two 
frequencies are involved in the bonds of CiCl^ also shows, 
thtkt^ f none of then is Co* • Ileraberg and "elder's selection 
ft) 
rule is the Biore valid the smaller the change in the inter-
nuclear distance on excitation. The appearance of 4*, in 
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the a >ectruK of 3iGl tJ and i t s absence in those of S0«. and 
Se02 B*ay well be clue to the fr-ct tha t t h i s dis tance changes 
much l e a s in tho ...resent cas^. This i n e d i b i l i t y receives 
confirmation fron the f: o$ tha t Co± i s c o n t r a t ive ly l e s s 
sru.ller than ^ 4 . For t>iCl^y&>t i s about ijo /' of 6)x , for 
fjO^  und GeO^ about 45 ;*, In the present s t a t e of the know-
ledge i t would be jrenu%tur<c. to do more th-,n to jua t *>oint 
out t h i s p o s s i b i l i t y . I t lau^ wel- be tiiat the difference in 
the node of v ibra t ion invaj.v«u in the spectra i s due to quite 
other £ reasons, e .g . to Uie fact tha t :;0j> ana. ^eO-j are in* 
ves t i^a ted in obsoration end r;iCl^ in emission. 
In the course of observations nxi attempt vas made to 
extend the loiovm system 3 •+v. of brnc,K du« to JLCli while 
the vibration-:.! l e v e l s associa ted vrith the etc.te X are known 
from a lc r^e number of independent observations» those of V 
the s t a t e 3 are l e s s iuaown i»ith the r e s u l t tha t a corre la t ion 
of the molecular terris to those of the separated atoms has 
not been ^osRible. \ i t h a view to obtain bandB involving 
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higher vibrational level* of state B, we have obtained aome 
heavily expoaed plates with ex^oaures extending to S houn 
on the medium Hilger quartz 8.yeetro£raph. These *>l&te»» 
howevert did not reve^ J. any banda which involved higher vie-
rationuj. l*sve;.3 of tJie excised atate beyond thoae which are 
already inown. A few ne* bands have been obaerved which fit 
into the existing scheme. Those are ^ iven in the following 
table 10. ..xce^ >t cm this heavily exposed plates which shove 
three or four very faint band;-,
 A>rob&.hly due to 310, no 310 
A 
bands have been registered on any of the plates of 3iCl^. 
AAir. 
A.U. 
3 2 4 0 . 3 
3 2 1 9 . 0 
3 x 8 8 , 4 
3 1 3 4 . 5 
3 1 1 5 . 4 
3 8 0 6 . 6 
I n t . 
( 3 ) 
U ) 
(G) 
T a b l e 
Cm"1 
53 
31057 
31355 
31*94 
32089 
34513 
35050 
1 0 . 
Classification. 
* 1 
? 2 
1 
P ! 
"3 
P 
0 - 6 
0 - 6 
0 - 5 
0 - 4 
0 - 4 
2-£ ? 
2 - 1 ? 
0 -C,^ 
- 5 .0 
- 8 . 9 
- 1 2 . 1 
+ 1 3 . 5 
T 0 . 6 
- 1 0 . 0 
T- 0 . 4 
* * * * * Ki * * * *-*- x-x x * * 
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The emission spectrum of SnCl4 and SnCl2# 
The discharge through the flowing rumour& of SnCl^ 
r.ncl linniy }IHS been studied f-r ... pressure of slightly less 
th?oi 1 ran of Hgt in each case vivh uucondensed discharge. 
tJi%oJi discharge tube hud a t£Uartz window attached to one 
side* of the end-on tube while the other side was fitted 
•with, a ,slass window, "irmlt^neoiia exx^ sui-es \sere taken on 
the medium Kilger quarts spectrograph and a Tiller constant 
deviation class spectrograph. In the case of both the subs-
tinces the two known band systems of P.nCl were observed. In 
addition to these band systems the spectrum .-»f ^ nClg showed 
a. set of narrow bunds in the region AX 4500 - 4900. These 
were absent in the spectrum of f'-nni^ . •. e shal] discuss thes« 
bands below. The continuous emission bunds given by SnCl^ 
have their maxima at XX 4245, 526*0, 2580, and £2365?$, 
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while thoee of SnClg are at A A 4500 and 3100. The detailed 
data on these bands is given in tables 11 & 12. 
Table 11. 
Sn014. 
Red vare-length limit, Kaxima. length limit. 
" " • ' • ' • ' •" • — I , — — i ... | i 
A.U, K.Cla/nol. e .vo l t A.U, K.Cal/lsol, e.T. A.U. 
• • " ' i • 
5100 55.5 2.5 4525 62.5 £.7 3910 
3470 82 3.5 3260 87 ! 3.6 I 3210 
2620 108 4.7 2580 li.0 4,8 2520 
2520 112.5 4.9 2365? 120 5.1; 2400 
Table 12. 
SnCl2. 
Eed wave-length limit. 
A.U. L.Cal/siol. e.v. 
5200 55.2 2.4 
3400 . 82,8 3.6 
Maxima. 
A.U. K.Cal/mol» 
4500 62.5 
3100 92 
Short ware* 
length limit. 
e.v, A.U. 
2.7 4000 
4.0 3000 
The set of narrow bands observed in SnClg have been measured 
on platee taken on Hilger eonstant deviation glass spectro-
graph, giving an average dispersion of Z.% A.U. per wm in the 
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Ah 
region 4S00 - 4900 A.O, The bands are very faint and lie in 
the body of the first continuous emission band. The bands 
are similar in appearance to those of group A bands of SiClg 
system. They are rather bread and the direction of their 
degradation is not quite distinct. Fig. 6 is a reproduction 
of the plate. Table 13 gives the wave-lengths of the bands 
measured, together with classification proposed here. These 
are mean of two values obtained from two independent plates 
which are measured on vhe assumption that the bands are deg* 
raded towards longer waves. The average discrepancy between 
the two measurements is of the order of 1 A.U. which intro-
duces an error of about 3 cm**1. A few bands below X 4549 
were visible on the plate to the naked eye* but could not 
be measured on the comparator. 
The frequency of vibration connected with the ground 
state of SnCl is of the order of 351.4 cm"1. Differences of 
this order of magnitude can easily be recognised in the pre-
sent bands. The progressions in which the heads can be thus 
arranged give vibrational differences which, however* show 
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Table 13. 
^Alr# 
A. I'. 
Vac* 
_9S± 
Classification,4 O-C 
D 
J 
G 
C 
I 
J 
3 
K 
E 
A 
K 
4796.4 
4770.5 
4744.5 
47X9.9 
4691.2 
4866.2 
4639.6 
4617,7 
4594.4 
4568.X 
4543.X 
20843 
20956 
2X07X 
21X81 
2X3XX 
2X425 
2X548 
2X650 
2X760 
2X885 
22005 
Co-o)1 
(0-0}» 
(0-0)' 
(0-Q)% 
(0-0)' 
(0-0)' 
(0-0)' 
(0-0)' 
(0-0)8 
(0-0)* 
(0-0)' 
- ( 
** \ 
- ( 
** \ 
m I 
- ( 
** \ 
tm 1 
** V 
** V 
• ( 
4-0 )• 
5-2)" 
3-X)" 
3-0)* 
2-2)* 
2-X)» 
2-0)" 
X-2)" 
X-X)" 
X-0)« 
0-2)" 
- 5 
+ 2 
1- 4 
- 5 
- 2 
- X 
+ 3 
0 
- 3 
0 
The alphabets indicate the transitions la Fig. 8. 
Barked discrepancy with thoeelof the ground etate of SnCX* 
Thie oorreepondeneet without a close agreement, again indi-
cates that the final level involved in these bonds is prob-
ably the ground state of GnCl2. Furthermore, the ground Xerel 
of SnCX is a TT level with an electronic separation of 
2360 osT1, If the final level of the bands under discussion 
were identical with the ground level of SnCX we should obtait 
a similar fcet of bands at about this distance either on the 
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long or ehort ware-length aide of the hands. 9o such bands 
have been observed though looked for. 
The analysis of the bands on the assumption that they are 
due to a triatomic molecule SnCig is displayed In table 14. 
Table 14. 
22000 
(355) 
21885 (125) 21760 (110) 21650 
(337) (335) (339) 
21548 (123) 21425 (114) 21311 
(367) (354) (355) 
21181 (110) 21071 (115) 20956 
(338) 
20843 
In conformity with the analysis given f»r the group A bands 
of SiClg, we again obtain frequencies 6J* nnd Co^ aeeoeiated 
with two modes of vibration, re obtain three vibrational 
levels associated with one mode of vibration and two levels 
with the other in the ground state of the molecule. The exei-
ted state does not exhibit any vibrational levelst exactly 
as in the group A bands of siCl2. The breadth of the bands 
again indicates the possibility that the vibrational freo.u-
6o 
_J_ I 
M iV* f^C^tMsx. Cuw Sturwi^ rfU ^ ^ C^u^ f £«C{L 
F
"fr 
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enoies associated with this excited level are of an order 
of magnitude such that the differences between these and 
the frequencies in the ground s^ tate result in bands which 
differ very slightly in wave-lengths, as in the group A 
bands of SiC^, Fig. 7 shows a reproduced micro photometer 
curve showing two or three components in e^ch band* The 
(0-0)' - (0-0)* is too faint to be measured, being on the 
short wave side of the last band measured on the comparator. 
Fig, 8 is a diagramatic representation of the transitions o 
observed, rith the same notation as is used before for 3iCl2» 
the AG"va and A r^ v^ , values are given in tables 15 & 16. 
"able 15, 
AG"T g values for<^mode of vibration, 
WWII 1 —11 *mm• .11 ii—i—i 1  • 111 m man, m w n w n • w n i »~ — — w . x i i m i w • m nw> m \ i.i» iii»m»•« 1 *•*•"• . •» . •»••• •• • ••——»••••<•!•• i m n t M wmmm W M . I » — urni 
0-1 1-2 2-3 3-4 
355 337 367 338 
* 
335 354 
339 355 
Uecvn; 355 337 359 338 
Simple Transitions. Multiple Transitions. 
-22,200-
H,ioo -
WWJ 
-l,ooQ-
CL 
- I 
Adc j> 
(/ ^00 . fro) 
- I, 000 -
- boo 
-100 -
(*,0)X 
(ho) 
'—
r 
± 
s 
151 
337 
(i,o) _ i — 
3SS-
(0,0) 
£ F Gr 
33 S 
3f? 
i 
(V; 
(3,0 
CM) 
KW X J 
-1 
J37 
ao 
(c,z) 3 5 5 " 
//3 _ ( « , , / ( * 0 
/ / f 
2 2 2 17 Cy*-I 
33 
35-9 
8 
X-
337 
*-
US 
(I, *J 
( » / l ) 
(Oil) 
SnClg. 
.-V. . * . 
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Taala id. 
«AO*T^ Taluaa forGj^awde af Yiaratlo*. 
««exaniNMa«INiiMMI«^^ 
0»1 1-3 
185 110 
123 114 
110 U5 
Mean*- 119.3 113.0 
ThaA0*va Taluaa axa irregular and an evaluation af tha 
anhaxMonie factor i s net poeaible. Far A@*TD wa hart only 
two Taluaa whioh deoreaae regularly and which giro ^ x » 3 . 
CO<K la therefore -a 3&5 ojnf * and w^ * iSSejr1. 
Bxaotly aa In SiClB, wa identify OJZ aa the aya«at-
wl* Talanoa vibration, the value af 365 being near to 
<" : 301.4 af SnCl and tha ralenee vibration af snCl4 af 
36# a**1. Tha fra%u«nay <u*«lSi aaa*aaa tha defaming via* 
ration, being wal ler than naif af &>\« Applying the aaaa 
ranarlca that we hare offarad for 81Cl£t we axe lad to the 
aoaalaaian that tale level af 3nGla la aleo tha ground state 
af tha Balaaulat and that the fteleeale la non~lina*r. Tha 
alaaa arexiMlty of ^ - 1 8 8 with tha two daforaiag fmueneiee 
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lS and **" of Sn014t whloh *r» 13* «a*x and 104 on"1 *•»-
peetlvelyv further indioatee that ^represents the frequ-
encies oonneeted with the deforming node of vibration. The 
antisymmetric valence vlbsatlon has not been observed for 
SIICIM. in this respeet aleot the behaviour of the molecule 
is completely analogous to that of SiOlg and is in agree-
IS) 
nent with the Hersberg and Teller*s theory, 
AK extrapolation of the bond energy of SnClg frost the 
b&nd speotroscopioal data ie out of question* but the atomic 
to 
heat of formation has been calculated recently to £(SnCl£) 
- 180,9 and TKSnCl^ ) 3 300.9 K.Cal/»ol. This gives 3*0 *« ,. 
volts xs the bond energy Dg(snxz* CI) and for X>s W ^ C l ) 
7^' 
3.9 e, volts obtains if the excitation e ergy cf tne 5g t«rm 
of 3n is estimated to about 2.4 e. volte. 
The inain results of these investigations ax, displayed 
in Table 17, Some of the figures are not very aeeur%,•*, "Both 
in the speetrosoopieal as well as thernoeheBioal ones* ^ ut 
the table shows certain regularities! which appear to to* 
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real, the excitation/* energy of the triatomic molecule vita 
an even number of electrons ie less than the odd numbered 
corresponding diatomic one« The symmetric valence vibration 
of both are almoot identical* those of the corresponding 
higher ohXoridee are not far off* Similarly the bond ener-
gise of both the former ones appear to be very nearly relen-
ted. For the higher chloride we expect a higher bond energy 
because the electronic configuration undergoes a sudden change 
by the a2 group being fissured, probably the inter-nuclear 
distanee becomes emailer and the molecular refractivitiee in 
euch caeee show a smaller polarioability. A. tendency in this 
direction is certainly present among the tin chlorides, but 
is less narked anottg those of Silicon* One feature* however* 
cannot be under stood at present* i.e. that the valence vib-
ration of SICI4 ie smaller than those of SiCI. and SiClfif 
whereas among the tin chlorides Just the opposite happens. 
Summarising we might say* that these spectra again indicate 
a dose relation between the bonds of these corresponding 
molecules in spite of the different state of valency of the 
corresponding atom* 
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Table 17. 
SlCl S1C12 SiCl4 SnCl , SnClg SnCX 
Excitation 
energy 
C m * 1 
Symmetric 
valence 
Titration. 
341*$ 
4X1*5 
4€o*6 
531 
28295 
2995E 
540 
*• 
425 
28939% 22237 
i 
351 555 
•» 
366 
Ground state 
CsT* 
Deforming 
vibration. 
cur1 
248 £21,151 122 134,104 
4,0 4,0 4,0 3.5 3.8 3.9 
Bond energy. (Band (Band 
e.voXte. eiiectra) epeotra) 
(Thermo (Thermo (Thermo (Thermo 
chemical) ohemieaX} ohemiiaX) ©hemieal) 
* * « * • • » * # * * * * # # * « 
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The emission spectrum of 3iBr4« 
The spectrum of Si3r4 has been studied under differ-
ent pressures of the flowing vapour, "both with condensed 
and uncondensed discharge, ^ ith _>rassures higher than 
0.5 mm of Hg, under both conditions of discharge, the 
spectrum consists ~>nly of a number of continuous emission 
bands, the details of which are given in Table 1$. 
T A 3 L E 1$. 
Red '"ave-1 ' 
l i m i t . A 
5850 
3640 
3470 
3415 
3160 
3000 
2a 35 
2660 
2425 
en? 
• I t . 
; th 
?7' 
,•26; 
llaxirna. 
A.U. 
4220 
3570 
3435 
3345 
3 ISO 
2010 
'•0 - ' '710 
30 - 2640 
24:30 
S h o r t w a v e - l e n g t h 
l i m i t . A.U. 
f l r o - d ) 
»! 
5750 
3470 
3410 
o :rf >.* v 
sn - ^  
%.". 
::6PO 
2600 
2400 
2370? 
So d i so re t o bands were observed . Then the i>ret»8ure 
of the f lowing vapour was reduced to 0 .2 etna of Hg, a l l 
t he cont inuous emiss ion "bands , except the one a t 
A42£0 d i s appea red , g i v i n g rir>e to a system of bands 
de t ruded towards s h o r t e r w&vea* These bandp have been 
i d e n t i f i e d as the band a due to SiBr by friOloofoor. At a 
p r e s s u r e of J . 0 5 naa of hg a number of bands degraded 
towards t r e l o n _ e r wares , in a d d i t i o n <o thojse degraded 
towards uie s h o r t e r waves were observed . A> t i u s p r e s a -
u r e the cont inuous eta.-axon bends were much reduced in 
i n t e n s i t y and a s e t M' narrow b„uu'.u between X 3700, and 
A3C)30, i n the JO^J f the continuum, s i m i l a r i n 
a t r u o t u r e to the group A oandn JODCK observe J i n the 
expi-riiaen-vsj w i th iCl 4 » were observed . Vhese, however* 
were too f a i n c to be r e a p u r e d . In analogy i t l i o t h t r 
n o l e c u i c c wiCi^, ahd JnCl. . , d ibcussed e a r l i e r , we 
t e n t a t i v e l y augment .ha t t he se narrov brm<is r i ^ L t be 
due >© a t r i - a t o m i e Molecule M ^ r g . 
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"he reg ion between X)< 33~0 and :'700 c o n s i s t s of 
a l a r e e number of bnndc 3ome of which a r e degraded t o -
wax'drj t he g h f ^ r • v -j.J tl.cs r; - t f .w.rds ths longer 
..«*»c». -e v.ave-lfcjn^ths of tne bands degraded towards 
the u h o r t e r -.v.-wee iB given in trVble | ^ , t oge the r wi th 
t/it' u ^ a a u r t ^ w i t s of L*biucher, i t tg . 9 i e a reproduc t ion 
of the p l a t e whinh «sho\ " V t;ge bpjndp bv.t on r h i c h the 
narrow braid a nre no t v i s i b l e . One e x t r a band a t X 3206,2 
no t o b s e r w d by I le incher f i t r , i n t o the a n a l y s i s of the 
aystem i n t h t ^ o . i t i o n 0 - 6 . The wave- lengthe of the 
b?mds degraded tovnrds l o n ^ s r vnven nr< given in tawle 2.0-
3t&. The band a between c62 and 3170 l i e i n the 
reg ion covered by the M.-iacncr' u bandB &nd ir,ont of them 
a r e confused i n the s t r u c t u r e of the l a t t e r bands. 
At f i r s t t h e s e bands were suspec ted :-o be due to 
J) 
the 3iO Molecule which eho-jta &n extended b^ r.d system 
degraded towards longer waves in the region A^ 2176 -i^zS". 
T A B L E i ? . 
3a»do d e g r a d e d t o w a r d s - ti»e s h o r t e r w a v e s . 
M e i s o h e r . H e r e . 
A.U. A.U. 
3236.6 
3217.4 
zzw.r c - 6, 
3192 .0 3101 .9 
3 1 7 6 . 3 ." 1 7 5 . 2 
3 1 6 7 . 5 3166.C 
3 1 ^ 1 . 7 
3136 .0 31."5.3 
3 l f ;6 .6 3126 .0 
3096 .7 
3036 , T 3006 . ' 
3 0 7 2 . 2 3071 .9 
3057 .6 
3 0 4 7 . 5 
3 0 3 3 . 4 
3008.8 
2 ^ 9 5 . 0 
*•/.• t ..»** 
.yt<n, 
2 9 7 1 . 
29:-8. 
2945, 
2921 , 
,3 
,3 
.7 
.8 
/^^  
UM 
:,o 
?*> 
•-.-
47 , 
33, 
c, 
~
 r
. 
» X 
1 * * 
. c 
>" 
^9<^<J * 0 
' ,.?,$. 
V A i L r. 1?. (Continued.) 
Keiacher. 
A.U. 
Here. 
A.U. 
• « - ' • * . ! . • <-< 
2374.9 
XO. 
oionda degraded uowards &e l onger waves. 
M i : 
3 020 
32^7 
3274 
3/67 
324o 
319U? 
3 1 7 0 . 4 
3150 .6 
303 J ? 
2990.C 
2 9 6 3 . 9 
29*26.5 
2 8 7 2 . 3 
2 8 6 2 . 5 
r . 
( 2 j 
( 1 ) 
( 0 ) 
(2f) 
(3} 
(5 ) 
( 4 ) 
( 6 ) 
(c) 
( 8 ) 
U) 
( ? ) 
( 3 ) 
^ Yac . 
CK-i 
11 
30322 
30535 
30600 
30G08 
31C3U 
31533 
31731 
3260 •; 
33428 
33707 
34161 
34805 
34924 
C l a s s i f i c a t i o n . 0 -C. 
2 - 5 
1 - 4 
0 - 3 
2 - ^ fc,^ B 
1 - 3 
0 - 2 
0 - 1 
0 - 3 
P . T . 0 . 
T A 3 L K 10. (Con t inued ) . 
> A x r . ^ V a c . C l a s s i f i c a t i o n . 0-C. 
A .b . Cm-1 v*-v" 
284.:.4 (0) 35171 1 - 3 
2822.7 (6) 3^417 0 - 2 
2763.3 (6) 35918 0 - 1 
27u4.2 (6) 36i<56 1 - 1 Group A. 
2745.2 (6) 36417 0 - 0 
2727.7 (2) 36650 1 - 0 
2705.3 (2) 36904 2 - 0 
M g u r s s i n b r a c k e t s in column l i n d i c a t e v i s u a l l y e s t i -
mated i n t e n s i t i e s . 
Sfr. A comparison of the wave- lengths f the bp.ndp 
shows# however, ;;hat t h i s i s no- no. The GiO bands 
have n o t been ob ta ined in t he se i n v e s t i g a t i o n s e i t h e r 
on S i C l 4 o r 3 i 3 r 4 p l a t e s . The bands betwocn XX 2708.9 -
and k.642.4 (group A) a.s v t x l a s bands between XX3198 
and 5320 (group 13) a r e f r ee from the confusion v i t h 
the k e i s c h e r ' d oands of Cji3r. on account of the confu-
s ion of the i n t e r m e d i a t e bands i t han noL ber*! p o s s i b l e 
to a r r i v e a t a s a t i s f a c o o i ^ a n a l y s i s of a l l the bands . 
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3-i<. a tentative ahuljsio of the two groups of the bande 
which are free from -he confuoion io giren below in 
X I 2,2. 
2.1 
•i. A J^ » i » •& Jr?*« 
oejiCvn 
0 
^ y 6 4 l ? 499 »">59io 501 3 ; 4 l 7 433 349<>4 
[ 2 3 3 ) (iJ4«) ( - (£47) 
1 GJuJv '*WJ4 3 U J G 6 - 35171 
2 36904 -
r: ;, J :, ; 2 * . 
vT 
v 3 i 5 i 3 505 310^8 493 30535 (273) 
1 30& 0f> 466 5 '32^ 
(278) 
0O0OO 4o8 301: 
The n n a l y s i w a s i t i s , ilot » n o t i n d u c e thfc bands 
a t A > 3 1 5 0 . 6 , 2 9 9 0 . 6 , * :965.9 , and 2 9 2 6 . 5 , which a r e 
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among the confused bands . The a n a l y s i s t*o A4 ind ica tes 
t h a t the bands belong to two e l e c t r o n i c systems* both 
having uhft same f i n a l s t a t e , wi th a frenuency of about 
500 cm-1. The frequency of the exc i t ed - >itf of the 
tiiu"."j \ L»rJ«ds if about , I'Ci cifi-1,
 v,-j-,lit- the t of group B 
bands about ,77*'; crn""^. Tone of ihedc f r equenc ies c o r r e s -
pond to the two kno\n f r equenc i e s of r?ilir, v i ? Ou'Z 
<1«M,«' r3n"x ?jid 6u = 5^4.0 em"-. "W Pi>£;ni ^ude of the 
f_-. rAu u c i e s , h j e>er , a r e auch as could bo e i v o c t t d fo r 
the oiLr r:oIe»;ulo. ' 1 i i c Jie c o n s i d e r a t i o n of the e x p e r i -
mental c o n d i t i o n s . i,s \ •;!! as . .o i^ar ioon v i l l i known data 
ru l i out Ihe j i n r i b i l i c y of :.-i0 ne Jh<. t . r i t c r of these 
bands, the absence of a cornon l e v e l between these bands 
rait' 0"$. fue a l r eady ino-?' be tic1 n << ' i7)r reuci>/* the a t t -
r i b u t i o n of theae bands to the eni - t e r Si.Br t e n t a t i v e . 
7hf. onI„ . o s2 i i ) . o • i i ; -i,; >*'..* x tiiaa r,J_>r, >»i.ich suggests 
i t s e l f to us i s 3 iBr*. 
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The emission spectrum of CCI4. 
xhe spectrum of the uncondensed d i scha rge through 
flowing CCl^ vapour lias oeen s t u d i e d "by J e v o n s . In 
a d d i t i o n to oantlo which a r e a t t r i b u t a b l e to Cg and C0t 
6<seu> 
a prominent c l u n t e r of four bands wests found in the 
u l t r a - v i o x e t . To cont inuous ercinaion bonds have, how-
ever , been recorded . ".c have photographed the spectrum 
of r.n uric mdoneed d i a charge frou 3 1.5 il.\,'. - r ans fomer 
d e l i v e r i n g 50,000 vol t r ; through f lo* ing CC1 vapour, 
p ressure^main ta ined constr-nc between 0.2 &nd 0 .5 mm of 
Hg. J a i s ahowe a nunoer of continuous emission bands, #u, 
Y,-ave-lengi.hr of whose EUtsciisa are approximately
 a t 
v v - 4 K 
AA46UJ, 3348, 3070, ;:58o, 2430, and ( 2 3 ^ ? ) . _hc f u l l 
deitn, on ohese cont imjou- band** are ^iven in "ab le 21 
and the accompan/in^ miczajno cometer curv« ^iven in 
f i g . 11 pJnws f r d e v i l - , "here — ? no trr.ee of bands 
? A 3 L E 2$. 
Red "V-ve - l eng th Maxima. 3 h o r t ""?vt2-length 
l i m i t . A . U . A.U. l i m i t . A.U. 
4600 40CO 
•1000 
3^,60 
2700 
3343 
307-) 
2580 
£430 
2301? 
3200 
3000 
2500 
2380 
2'? on 
due to Co, Among DIP CO bands the p l a t e s shoved only 
a tra<*e of the 3rd jorci-ivt-: carbon' sja-cl the aanooiotcd 
frttfido whirult wiiia vujy / f c r y '/?uok...ln in-tonoi l j . In 
t h e s e :^;> re Greets our o b s e r v a t i o n s d i f f e r from those 
of Jevons> who e v i d e n t l y did not o b t a i n the cont inuous 
emission bands . In a d d i t i o n t.> thr> cont inuous oands* 
the moat c h a r a c t e r i s t i c f e a t u r e of the spectrum was a 
p romnenv 5 r o u / u" ......vn^ o&iv. s between A A . : 7 1 0 and 
2777. Six heads could "be d i s t i n g u i s h e d of which f a i r 
dwACWak&X /x*4?l>&oUt-t^O**1 
fccw^&ti AM-K U C C X,. 
FOj.o. 
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can be iden t i f i ed with the bands observed by Jevons. In 
addi t ion to t h i s group of bands the plate* an enlarged 
reproduction of which i s given in f i g . 10, showed two 
more group of weaker bands on e i t h e r side of t h i s region. 
All these bands are degraded towards shor ter wares. 
The strong group of bands l i e exactly in the region of fa* 
0 - 1» 5B ttitfntoi of CO, buc we hare s a t i s f i e d ourselves 
tha t i t i s d i f f e ren t from 5B bands by obtaining a d i r ec t 
spectrogram of CO. The difference in wave-length though 
s l ight* i s outs ide ihe e r ro r of observation and i s con-
firjued by independent measurements of Jevons. Turther-
aore the CCI4 p l a t e s do not show any t race of the 0 - 0,4**, 
^ S B - b t o T v / h i c h i s about the e&me in t ens i ty a s , i f not 
s l i g h t l y s t ronger t h a n % - U *»bpjHl. Again the group 
of bands a t A 2846 which for tunate ly l i e s in the 
region free from the CO bands, de f in i t e ly shows tha t 
the strong group also does not jL belong to CO. The 
Author. 
A-U. 
2862,0 
2857.0 
2849,4 
2846,0 
2795,9 
•2789,5 
• 2 7 8 8 , 3 
2786,5 
*2782.4 
•2778.9 
•2777,7 
•2724 ,3 
2713.4 
Table 
Int . 
( 0 ) 
( 4 ) 
( 4 ) 
( 4 ) 
( 6 ) 
( 8 ) 
( 8 ) 
(*) 
W 
( 6 ) 
( 8 ) 
( 0 ) 
( 0 ) 
2 4 . 
A^U* 
«* 
-
«• 
m* 
-
mm 
2 7 8 8 , 2 
«» 
2 7 8 2 , 3 
2 7 7 8 , 6 
2 7 7 7 , 5 
mm 
m 
J O Y O U S . 
( 4 ) 
( 2 ) 
(15 
( 4 ) 
A.U. 
«• 
2856.83 
«w 
2845, 84 
m 
2789,85 
2788.32 
2786.68 
2782.27 . 
2778.71 
2777.59 
-
-
* Sharp l ine- l ike heads*or strong l ine superposed 
on head. 
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hands were photographed on the medium Hilger fu&rts epeo-
trograph, and were measured on an AbbeNs* comparator* using 
Cu aro lines as standards. The accepted values of wave* 
lengths represent the mean of % three measurements* whieh 
agreed to within 0*2 A«U. 
In table -8ft are listed the wavelengths of the hand 
heads observed here* Column 2 gives the wave-lengths as 
}> 
measured by Jevone, The figures in brackets in each oase 
represent visually estimated intensity. Column 3 contains 
the wave-lengths as remeasured by Br« Jevone* who has kindly 
oomunivated the results in a private letter to Dr, Asundi, 
In appearejace these hands resemble very much the group 
of bands observed in the spectrum of the vapour of SiGl^ 
between >X 283© and 277o» and whose emitter is not yet de-
finitely established*Borne of the bands have a sharp line-
like head as in these latter bonds, and show no indication 
of resolution. It is possible, however* to arrange them in 
the usual v'* vm( tablets'). The band at X 2724,3 coincides 
with a mercury line ^M. was* therefore* omitted in the preli-
minary publication. In view of the fact* however* that the 
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Table 25 . 
X Air . ^ V a c t i ^s> ^Air . vVso , 
,„ A.V. 0* „ 4^ LL Qtf± 
2795,9 (6) 35756 826 2862.0 (0) 34930 
2789,5 (8) 35838 846 2857,0 (4$ 34992 
2782,4 (8) 35930 845 2849,4 (4} »5085 
2778,9 (6) 35975 848 2846,0 (4) 35127 
0 
AV 868, 858 . 862 , 863, 
• » • • * • » • • * * * » « • 
I 
2724.3 (0) 36696 842 2786,3 (8) 35864 
• • « • * • 
2713,4 (0) 36843 853 2777,7 (8) 35990 
3 S S 
Table 26 . 
Ho, of 
Molecule E lec trons . Ground term. &d &*
 w ^ * 
C? 21 £ 1239,67 6,B6 
SIR 21 *•£_ - 1151.68 6.56 
UeCl 21 * £ ? C46.6 5 .11 
MgF 21 * £ - 690,75 3.95 
SiO 22 l £ <• 1242.0 6.05 
KS* 23 *7r" 223 1220.0 7.75 
70 23 3.7? 224 1230.6 6.52 
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resonance line of llg at A 2536.7 is not present on the plate, 
this is regarded as a band belonging to the system described. 
The only band not shown in the analysis is that at X 2786*5 
which however will probably fit into the present scheme as 
one of the(2-3) bands. It isay also be mentioned that the band 
atA2782,4 coincides* with a Chlorine line. 
The analysis as displayed in table 25 indicates that 
the bands are due to a diatomic molecule* Apparently the 
CC1 molecule suggests itself as the emitter* 
In table 26 are collected the data of the ground states 
of the known iso-electronic molecules formed by the atoms of 
the two short periods* It will be seen that a close corres-
pondence exists between the various constants in each pair 
of molecules* The data for .BeCl are not definite to estab-
lish the term taken here as the ground term of the molecule* 
The discrepency may be due to the possibility that this level 
may not really be the ground state of the BeCl molecule* 
If the emitter of the bands is taken as CC1* we obtain 
the following correspondence {Table 27) between the constants 
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of this molecule and that of the i so-electronic molecule 3iF» 
It raay also be pointed out as suggested by Dr. Jevone (pri-
vate eossmuil cation to Pr. Asundi) that the constants hers 
obtained fit very well as an extension to CCl of the tables 
of constants given by Bashford* Briscoe and Jevons for the 
fluorides* chlorides and bromides of Si* Gev 3nt and Fb. 
K o l e c u l e , 
CCl. 
OX*J « 
Table 27, 
Ground s t a t e . 
• 
A» 
136 
161 
ccM 
843.6 
844.7 
• • 
? 
4.7 
If this is true* the bands are eoialogoe^ of the /& bands 
of the SiF system, which have been shown to be due to the 
transition 3 a £ • X ^ « The excitation energy of the 
CCl bands is 4,4 e.volts and this also agrees with 4.29 e.v. 
the excitation potential of the ^bands of 317. The only 
constant which does not completely agree is the electronic 
doublet separation *>>«• of the ground state whioh is 136 eaT 
for CCl and 161.1 on"1 for SIF. The difference between the 
frequencies of vibrations in the initial and final states 
being avail* transitions in which <£v ie large are not ex-
pected. The conditions are favourable for the development 
of long eequemcee, which* however* are not oneerred, Kvi-
dently it has not been possible to derive the vibrational 
functions. The electronic structure of the molecule in the 
two states is expected to be similar to that of SiF» but 
unless aaore data are made available, this statement can-
not be put to test. 
# * * * • * # # * • « * * • * 
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Some remarks on the continuous sgeotra observed. 
Attention hae been drawn recently to the continuous emselo 
spectra* obeerred in the discharge through gases* and it 
appears that such spectra are generally due to electron radi-
ation. re cannot say whether the spectra obeerred by us are 
due to the ease reason, but elnoe the density of current and 
particularly the vapour pressure are Mich lower than in the 
above experiments, it is not unlikely that the continuous 
spectra observed by us are really emitted by the excited 
molecules of the vapour* i.e. are due to some or other chlo-
ride of on or Si. This is wen sore probable* einoe the 
bands observed* as far as the experimental conditions are 
eoneemedf clearly appear to be connected with the continu-
ous back-ground in which they appear. et therefore* wish 
to draw attention to a simple relation between the continu-
ous spectra and the electron terms of the molecules in ques-
tion, which possibly is the explanation of the existence of 
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the continue.At present, however, our knowledge of suoh x 
spectra is very limited. In the eaee of the continuous 
absorption spectrum we know at least that the initial state 
of the absorption process must be the ground state of the 
molecule, and thermo chemical data are qualified to oorelate 
the various regions of selective absorption with/ particular 
processes of photodiasooiation. In a ease of continuous 
emission spectrum we knew a priori nothing, but that the 
final level of the corresponding transitions must be a re-
pulsive one and therefore cannot be the ground level of the 
moeeoule. Furthermore, the experimental determination of 
suoh speotra at present is even more difficult than that of 
absorption spectra* and particularly the red wave limit of 
such a spectrum cannot be ascertained with accuracy inside 
rather wide limits. For these reason®, it is obvious, that 
we offer the following explanation only as a first and ten-
tative discussion. 
In the following we consider at first the spectrum 
Sn 4- 4C1, since the heats of formation of unCl4 as well as 
J 
o 
> 
* 
/ •£#• 12. 
S#+2>Ct 
Sn%C6 
SriUi-tLCt 
SnClfCl 
dyiCtif 
y^>- y 
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of SnCl^ are directly known. Parti and Samuel have recently 
investigated the v&rinus processes of photodiseooiation of 
molecules of this type and have given a term scheme including 
stable as well as repulsive terms. The simplifisd Franc*. 
Condon diagram of Fig. 12 is constructed, according to the 
thermochemical figures mentioned above. The combination of 
3n and one CI atom gives rise to the stable ground state of 
the molecule 3nCl» 90,5 K«Cal/Rol* or about 3.9 e.volto 
below the level of dissociated atoms. The ground level of 
SnCl2 obtains by the combination of the same SnCl molecule 
with a further CI atom. That of snClA, however* does not be-
long to this series but involves an excited SnCl2 molecule 
{ or an excited 3n atom) in which the repulsive s8 group is 
already fissured. It lies lower than that of SnCl^ by the 
difference B(SnCl4) - 2)(SnGl2) a 120 i:.Cal/mol. or 4.8 e.volts. 
The ground level of £>nCl3 lies somewhere in between. Its 
exact position is not known for want of datp. on the S term 
of Sn, According to the estimate made in the earlier part 
of this papsr> we assume it to H e 3,9 e.volts above the 
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ground levsl of 3nCl4. 
From the absorption spectra of molecules of this type 
and their correlation to photodlssooiation process it i»t 
already known that these stable eleotronio levels are asso-
ciated at the sane time with repulsive potential curves. For 
instance the approach of one or two CI atoms towards the un-
exeited molecule SnCl2 does not produce chemical combination 
{ again on aooount of the s8 group) but all elastic collision 
only. The corresponding potential curve has been found to be 
comparatively flat. Bat also where chemical union becomes 
at the approach of Gl towards GnCl, or SnClj, 
ble, for thermoohenical reasons# that at 
tve ourve is produced along with the attrao-
repuleive ourvea are represented in the dla-
.inee. Finally the excited term of SnClgt at 
,8 e.volts is added. 
difference between the upper repulsive curwe 
i the excited level of SnCl2 is 2.8 e.volts 
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the ground level of SnCl is roughly i e.volt larger, i*«* 
is about 3,9 e«volts. The energy difference between the 
lover repulsive curve (snCl3 + Cl) and the ground level of 
SnCl ie 4,6 e.volts* As can be eeen from the table 11* 
these are just the the values needed for an Interpretation 
of the oontinuous spectra* Not only do they agree quite 
well with those of re* wave limit, but* what ie no re im-
portant, considering the unreliability of these determi-
nations, these term differences are just slightly larger 
than the maxima of continuous emission, as should be expec-
ted for a transition to a repulsive potential curve* (See 
the inclined arrows in fig, 12.). 
If these spectra at all are due to the vapour molecule* 
and not to electron radiation* this interpretation appears 
plausible for the following reasonsi-
1} It explains why the A bands of snCl^ appear under 
the sane experimental conditions as the continuous baek-groun* 
<tffc(SnCl2) being the oomnen initial level of both emissions. 
2) The short wave maxima is double with a separation 
Fcg (3. 
&+<i 
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of 0,3 e.volto between the tiro maxima. This is almost exact* 
1* the Talue of the eleotronie separation of the ground level 
of 3nCl. 
3} This maximum is either absent or considerably 
weakened in the discharge through the vapour of SnCl-, where 
the number of 3nCl4 moleculea are naturally decreased. 
A similar interpretation holds good for GiCl4, but here 
the thereto chemical data are not *uite accurate. The energy 
differenoes of 3.5, 3.7, and about & e.volte agree <&uite well 
with the values of maxima of 3.0# 3,6, 4,8, and 5 e.volte in 
table 1. The difference of 0*2 e.volts o<f the two short wave 
maxima is of course larger than the much smaller electronic 
separation of SiCI jr , but the some accuracy cannot be 
expected in such continuous spectra as in the band spectra. 
It is significant* that this value is smaller for SiCl4 than 
for SnCl4. 
The continuous emission bands observed in SiBr4 and CC1 
have not been dealt with. 
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